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Sound Healing Online
How to produce good quality live broadcasts

1) Zoom – Live interactive sessions
•

Zoom is a great, and free tool for hosting “interactive” sessions with clients

•

Settings can be optimised for speech only (like phone calls) or to capture a
fuller spectrum of audio sounds (using the “Enable Original Sound” option

•

There are some limitations in the free version, such as 40 minutes maximum
call time for groups. However call time for 1-2-1 sessions it not limited. You
can subscribe for $14.99 USD / £11.99 / €13.99 / $19.99 AUD) per month

•

You’ll need either a smartphone/tablet or a computer with a webcam

•

Audio quality will be okay for talking, but to capture sounds it’s best to get an
external microphone

•

If you are doing more than just talking, set Zoom to “use original sound” mode
(see downloadable guide)
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2) Facebook Live
•

Great for less interactive “Sound Bath” type sessions

•

Easy to setup

•

You can have a closed group of “members” you wish to broadcast too, so
everyone in the group has pre-approved membership

•

The broadcast is automatically recorded and available for members to rewatch any time they like

•

Viewers who can make comments in real time

•

If it’s a public broadcast (perhaps with a paypal donations link), facebook
could be a better option from a marketing perspective, as people are more
likely to share it with friends

•

No minimum number of followers to use it

•

Facebook live resolution is a bit lower at 720p
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3) Youtube Live
•

Great for less interactive “Sound Bath” type sessions

•

Very easy to setup

•

Use “Unlisted” mode then you can email the url to all participants
before the broadcast starts

•

Great if there are participants not on facebook (or don’t do facebook)

•

Allows for high-resolution broadcasts (up to 4K, though there’s no need
to go above HD unless you have great internet speed and everyone you
are broadcasting too also has a great internet speed and a 70” TV that
they’re watching on!)

•

Broadcasts are recorded for later viewing

•

Youtube broadcasts need to be done from a laptop or desktop (unless
you have over 1000 subscribers)

•

Allows interaction from viewers who can make comments during the
broadcast
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4) Skype
•

An alternative to Zoom

•

Less audio options

•

Various different (but not consistent or logical or scientific) experiences
– for some people the audio is better on Zoom, and others it is better
on Skype! Just experiment – Fred’s audio might sound better in Zoom,
and Maggie’s might sound better in Skype.

•

Can be issues with switching audio sources during a call

•

Maximum of 25 people
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5) Instagram
•

More suited to practitioners promoting group sessions

•

The platform sends your followers notifications when you are live

•

Quality not as high as Facebook live but can target a different audience

•

Easy to set up

•

There is a sense of urgency attached to it

•

Instagram Live videos are only available to viewers up to 24 hours

•

Viewers who can make comments in real time

•

Save it to your library so you can watch it later and see how you did.

•

You can check your analytics to see how many views you had

•

A great way to promote yourself but shouldn’t be the main platform to
focus on
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6) Expectations
•

It’s important at this point to talk a little about expectations

•

Everyone will probably have an experience where they’ve seen their
favourite band live, and someone has recorded some of the concert on a
smartphone.

•

6 months later a Blu-Ray / DVD of the same show comes out and wow, it
looks and sounds 100 times better!

•

Remember that at the show that each individual member of the band was
recorded separately with often £10000s worth of mics and processing
equipment and also mixing in a top studio afterwards.

•

With recorded sounds the aim is often to capture as good as you can get
in terms of quality – but remember that standing next to a $1500 gong
will not be quite the same as listening to a recording of a $1500 gong
through a $3 pair of earbuds

•

Also remember that all instruments are different and have different
characteristics, and there’s no magic “this is going to sound amazing on
everything I have” solution. Listen to an album from your favourite band
and the recording may well have involved 15 or 20 completely different
microphones!
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7) Practice, experiment, repeat
•

Before you do your first live broadcast, it’s really important to experiment and
practice. Lots!

•

When you do your first session, you want it to be good – if it’s good, people will
come back for more. If the quality is poor, people won’t come back next week.

•

Also remember it won’t be perfect, but aim for as good as possible.

•

Experiment as much as possible – there are no rules. Something might sound a bit
rubbish – move your mic or device a few inches nearer or further away and it
might sound 10 times better (or worse!). Make notes – lots of them!

•

Test it out and get honest feedback. This may go against some philosophies, but
sometimes in life, in order to get to a certainly level, it’s actually important to
surround yourself with “no” people instead of “yes” people (as long as they are
constructive “no” people because of their vast experience)

•

We all have so much to learn every day (myself included) so if you can chat and
interact with people who have much experience in certain areas that’s great. For
example if I wanted a really good Masala Dosa, then I’d be wary of my friend Andy
down the road (who likes a KFC!) recommending the one from the Indian takeaway
on the corner. However, if it came recommended from my friend Kumar from Sri
Lanka who has been making them the traditional way for 40 years, then I’d really
take 100 times more notice!
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8) Choice
•

Remember that there will be some recommendations here, but there
are 1000s of options to choose from, and the subject of microphones for
example is very subjective

•

“The most expensive” won’t necessarily be right for you (SM58 vs.U87)

•

Every instrument is different. Drums, Gongs, Tibetan Singing Bowls, our
voice – they are all very different instruments. There is no “right
answer” for some things – for example, everyone has a different voice,
and often a microphone will sound amazing on one person’s voice and “a
bit lacking” on another person’s voice.

•

Be flexible in times of limited availability. If it will be 3 months before
what you really want is in stock, maybe it’s time to look at alternatives
/ 2nd hand.

•

Read the reviews – but remember nothing will get 5 stars from
everyone, even if it’s the best on the planet! However, if 20% of the
reviews are 1 star, be wary!
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9) Using a smartphone/tablet
•

Most modern Smartphones (i.e. iPhone, Samsung Galaxy
that have come out in the last 4 or 5 years) have
reasonable video capability which can be used for live
broadcasts

•

An external mic can make a big difference to sound
quality – but some modern devices do have good built-in
mics

•

Many to choose from – make sure it’s compatible with
your phone

•

Comica Smartphone Video Kit CVM-VM10-K2 (Android)
- $52.99

•

Rode VideoMic Me-L (Apple) $75

•

Use a tripod or minipod with an adapter for your phone
(there are 1000s to choose from if you don’t already
have one – and often they are including in kits, as in the
one above)
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10) Using a laptop / desktop
•

Most modern laptops have a webcam built in – but this
may not be as good in terms of quality of what you get
on a smartphone, or an external webcam. Desktops are
unlikely to have a webcam.

•

There are many webcams to choose from. Ideally go for
something that’s HD (1920x1080)

•

Logitech C920 ($100)

•

An external mic is even more important for laptops, as
the in-built one is unlikely to be particularly good
quality.
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11) Zero budget setup – Noise
•

There are so many things that you can do to optimise what you already
have:

•

Choose a room in the house that has the least amount of noise (i.e.as far
away from the road as possible and not right next to the
bathroom/washing machine)

•

Minimise interruptions – turn off the sound on your device, and if using
facebook, make sure you don’t get a video/voice call in the middle of
doing a broadcast

•

Does your computer have a noisy fan? Can you put it in a cupboard on an
adjacent room with a long cable going through the wall?

•

Are you too quiet when talking to people on zoom? Make sure your mic
input volume is high up, try moving closer to the mic, or moving the mic
closer to you.

•

If you are using sounds (or singing) as opposed to just talking, zoom can
be optimised to “use original audio” – see downloadable guide here:
https://sound-healing-online.s3-us-west2.amazonaws.com/Setting+up+Zoom+for+good+quality+sound.pdf

•

There might be echo/feedback issues if you are using speakers, using
earbuds could eliminate this
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12) Zero budget setup – Internet speed 1
•

Find out your upload and download speeds

•

https://www.speedtest.net/

•

Speed is measure in Mbps (Megabits per second)

•

Ideally it would be good to have 5Mbps upload speed for
doing a live broadcast (lower speeds will result in a reduction
in quality)

•

Also 5Mbps for a good viewing experience for the user

•

For really low speeds such as 0.5Mbps that’s probably not
enough for streaming or viewing

•

Broadband package – can you upgrade this to a faster speed /
more data? I recently upgraded my broadband package to
unlimited data for an extra £2.99 (less than $4) a month
(Okay, almost zero…)
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12) Zero budget setup – Internet speed 2
To improve things you can:
•

Turn off wi-fi internet devices that are not being used

•

Suggest that your partner/family/housemates do not go on the
internet or use Netflix/Amazon Prime for the duration of your
broadcast

•

If you have a slow internet connection, the speed of the signal
can be decreased if you are using wi-fi and it’s travelling through
several walls/rooms/items of furniture

•

Is it feasible to move closer to the router or even plug directly
into it?

•

For a few $ you can get a converter to plug your mobile device
directly into the router. (Micro USB Ethernet Network RJ45 Lan
Adapter 10/100M Android/Apple) – if this would be worthwhile,
ask what equipment they have an recommend what they should
purchase

•

Is your Smartphone data package faster than your home wi-fi? If
so this could be another option – but check your data allowance
would allow for this first and won’t get used up halfway through
a stream
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12) Zero budget setup – Clients
As well as improving things for yourself it’s equally important to improve things for
your client. They also need a good download speed to see/hear you, so many of the
suggestions on previous pages need to be conveyed to them also:
•

Check internet download speed using a speed checking site

•

Turn off wi-fi internet devices that are not being used

•

Use earbuds instead of headphones

•

Make their microphone input level is high enough – move closer to the mic if they
are still quiet

•

Turn on the “Use Original Audio” option on zoom if they will be playing
instruments/singing

•

Suggest that their partner/family/housemates do not go on the internet or use
Netflix/Amazon Prime for the duration of your broadcast

•

If they have a slow internet connection, the speed of the signal can be decreased if
you are using wi-fi and it’s travelling through several walls/rooms/items of furniture

•

Can they move closer to the router or even plug directly into it?

•

They could for few $ you can get a converter to plug your mobile device directly into
the router. (Micro USB Ethernet Network RJ45 Lan Adapter 10/100M
Android/Apple) – if this would be worthwhile, ask what equipment they have an
recommend what they should purchase

•

Is their Smartphone data package faster than your home wi-fi? If so this could be
another option – (again, factor in data allowance)

•

Check their broadband package – can they upgrade to a faster speed / more data?
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13) Low budget setup
•

If you are using a reasonably modern Smartphone/tablet, you are likely to be
already covered for being able to broadcast video

•

You could massively improve the quality of your broadcasts by investing in a USB
microphone that is compatible with your device

•

The $150 (£119) Blue Yeti USB Mic

•

Or for a little more the ($182) Audio-Technica AT2020 USBi

•

Or the Zoom H5 ($207) – which you can also be used as an audio interface

•

Also worth considering for a low budget setup – you might have some existing
equipment lying around that’s perfectly good and just needs a little extra
connectivity added. For example, you might have a mixing desk and an old mic but
no way of connecting them to your smartphone. So a small investment in something
like this could be the answer to get your existing gear up and running:

•

iRig Stream ($122 / £99) – A device design for live streaming that allows you to
connect a variety of input sources:
https://www.ikmultimedia.com/products/irigstream/
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14) Medium budget setup - Mobile
•

For Smartphones and tablets, another option is a combination of products, this will
give you far greater flexibility. This option includes a mixing desk, a decent
microphone and device for connecting it all to your Smartphone / Tablet. Of course
this is just a suggestion, you may decide two cheaper microphones would be better
for your setup

•

iRig Stream ($122 / £99) – A device design for live streaming that allows you to
connect a variety of input sources:
https://www.ikmultimedia.com/products/irigstream/

•

Behringer 802 8 Input 2 Bus Mixer ($89 / £49) – a mini mixing desk with multiple
mic inputs and 2 stereo inputs for pre-recorded sounds

•

OR a Zoom H5 / H6 instead of both of the above – ($207 / $380)

•

EITHER Audio Technica AT2035 large diaphragm mic x2 ($262 / £258)

•

OR Rode NT5 small diaphragm mic x 2 ($265 / £255)

•

Hercules Mic Stand x2 ($45.90)
https://www.thomannmusic.com/hercules_stands_mic_stand_short_quik_n_ez.htm

•

Total around $515
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15) Medium budget setup - computer
•

For desktops and laptops the options are different but there are plenty of them

•

You can either go for a more budget mixing desk and a soundcard with 2 inputs, or a
more expensive mixing desk with USB compatibility that you can connect directly to
your computer. For live streaming the latter offers some benefits such as built in
effects – great for voice and other instruments.

•

Behringer Xenyx X1204 USB ($133 / £129) – a 12 channel mixing desk with multiple
mic inputs and 2 stereo inputs and built in effects

•

EITHER Audio Technica AT2035 large diaphragm mic x2 ($262 / £258)

•

OR Rode NT5 small diaphragm mic x 2 ($265 / £255)

•

Hercules Stand x2 ($45.90)
https://www.thomannmusic.com/hercules_stands_mic_stand_short_quik_n_ez.htm

•

Total around $436
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16) High budget setup- computer
•

You can either go for a more budget mixing and a soundcard with 4 inputs, or a
more expensive mixing desk with USB compatibility that you can connect directly to
your computer

•

EITHER Behringer Xenyx X1204 USB ($133 / £129) – a 12 channel mixing desk with
multiple mic inputs and 2 stereo inputs and built in effects

•

OR Focusrite Scarlett 18i8 3rd Gen ($366)

•

EITHER Audio Technica AT4033 large diaphragm mic x2 ($728)

•

OR AKG C451B small diaphragm mic x 2 ($418)

•

PLUS Audio Technica AT2035 mic + Extra Stand ($131 + $22.95)

•

Hercules Stand x2 ($45.90)

•

Total around $800 - $1000
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17) USB Microphones
•

USB Microphones - easy to use – just plug into your computer

•

Good choice for smartphones/tablets

•

Also a good budget conscious choice for desktops/laptops

•

$ Blue Yeti ($161)

•

$ Snowball Ice ($90)

•

$$ Audio-Technica AT2020 USBi ($182)

•

For most streaming platforms, you’re limited to one “input
device” (i.e. one microphone)
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18) External Microphones
•

Lots more choice, variety and options (people have been making
microphones for nearly 150 years!)

•

Needs an external audio interface or mixing desk. An audio
interface is like a “gateway” between your mic and your
computer.

•

An audio interface can provide very good quality on a budget

•

$ Focusrite Scarlett 2i2 3rd Gen ($144)

•

A mixing desk can provide more flexibility and “real time” control
in a live environment with multiple microphones

•

Often more cost-effective than an audio interface with a similar
number of inputs

•

$ Behringer Xenyx X1204 USB ($133)

•

Both of these can be a good “future proofing” options – you may
want to delve deeper into audio recording or live amplified sounds
baths
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19) Condenser mics
•

Condenser microphones are most commonly found in recording
studios.

•

They capture a larger frequency range and have a good
transient response, which is the ability to reproduce the
"speed" of an instrument or voice.

•

They also generally have a louder output but are much more
sensitive to loud sounds.

•

Condenser microphones are generally more expensive than
dynamic microphones.

•

Condenser mics require the use of a power supply, generally
48-volt phantom power, and that's supplied easily by most
mixing boards or external power supplies.

•

Look for a switch that says P 48 or 48V on the channel strip or
on the back of the mixer.

•

Condenser microphones are more suited to studios because of
their sensitivity to loud sounds and the fact that they're quite a
bit more fragile than their dynamic counterparts.

•

However, you’ll also find them on stage at live music venues
for use as drum overheads or for use in orchestral or choral
sound reinforcement.
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20) Large-diaphragm condenser mics
Large-diaphragm condenser microphones
These are most often the choice for studio vocals and any
instrument recording where a deeper sound is desired.
A large-diaphragm microphone warms up the sound of what it's
recording, which also leads to the myth that most LDMs reproduce
low frequencies better than small diaphragm mics.
$$ Audio Technica AT2035 large diaphragm mic ($131)
$ Behringer B-1 large diaphragm mic ($81)
$$$ AKG Pro C414 XLII large diaphragm mic ($711)
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21) Small-diaphragm condenser mics
Small-diaphragm condenser microphones
These are most often the choice for studio vocals and any Smalldiaphragm microphones are the best choice when you want a solid, widefrequency response and the best transient response, as for recording
things like stringed instruments.
They are also much better at reproducing everything evenly, including
bass.
Small-diaphragm microphones are often used for concert recording.
$$ AKG C451b ($209)
$ Behringer C2 x2 ($36.75)
$$$ Neumann KM184 ($639)
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22) Dynamic microphones
•

Compared to condenser microphones, dynamic microphones are much
more rugged. They're also especially resistant to moisture and other
forms of abuse, which makes them the perfect choice onstage.

•

Dynamic microphones like the Shure SM57 and Shure SM58 are
legendary for not only their good sound quality, but also for the amount
of abuse they can withstand.

•

They can be dropped, swung around in the air and smashed into
speakers (search for early concert footage of the Who!), but they still
turn on and sound exactly like they did from day 1.

•

They don't require their own power supply like condenser microphones.

•

However, their sound quality is generally not as accurate.

•

Most dynamic microphones have a limited frequency response, which
makes them well-suited, along with their ability to withstand high
sound pressure levels, for live vocals (SM58), loud guitar amps (SM57),
and drums (SM57). Now, what sound healing instrument can be really
loud?
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23) Mic placement – Part 1
•

Microphone placement will vary a lot depending on what you are
aiming to achieve.

•

For voice – on stage the vocalist or narrator will be as close to the
microphone as possible, especially for industry standards, like the
Shure SM-58. Of course it’s best to have your own in the current
climate – but keep it as close to your mouth as you would an icecream! If you were doing a live spoken meditation, perhaps to
some background music, this would be a good choice.

•

For a sound bath with lots of different instruments of varying
volumes, using a pair of Small-diaphragm mics could be a good
plan. If there will be some louder instruments, for example gongs,
then you want to place them quite far away – certainly 3 or 4
meters away, as gongs can get pretty loud.

•

If you are doing a sound bath with smaller, more subtle
instruments, then a pair of large-diaphragm mics either side of the
instruments could also work well – especially if you are focusing
mostly on Tibetan Bowls, Koshi chimes, Crystal Bowls etc.
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24) Mic placement – Part 2
•

Depending on how deeply you wish to delve into this, then another
option is to have a small mixing desk with a few different types of
microphones going into it.

•

This would allow to use the faders to turn on and off different
mics at different parts of the sound bath – for example you could
have some closer mics nearby for the quieter instruments and
then fade those out and fade up the more distant mics when it’s
time for drums and gongs.

•

Before starting out, it’s important to set the input level on your
microphone / sound card / mixer. To do this, play the instrument
(or your voice) at the loudest level you are likely to play it at
during the sound bath, and make sure there’s no
clipping/distortion.

•

It’s a good idea to make several “test recordings / test
broadcasts” first, and watch them back and see where things can
be improved.
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25) Mic placement – Part 3
•

When learning about microphones, it’s also important to
understand the concept of “Signal to noise ratio”

•

This is a measure (used in science and engineering) to quantify
how much a signal has been corrupted by noise

•

There will always be “ambient noise” in most environments, be
this traffic, air con, computer fans, buzz from monitors etc.

•

These may seem reasonably innocuous to the human ear, but
microphones can be very sensitive to them

•

For most instruments, the further a microphone is away from the
instruments, more of what’s picked will be “noise” and less will be
the actual source sound.

•

A good analogy for this is to remember that when you take a
photo, it generally won’t come out exactly as your eyes see the
scene – they can make compensatory adjustments, as can ears.
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26) Playing techniques
•

A “live streaming” sound bath is a very different scenario to a
“live in person” sound bath – and changes may be necessary in
order to improve the listener/viewer experience

•

Some instruments are very loud (such as drums) – and it’s a good
idea to “hold back” on how loud you play them for an online
broadcast compared to a live “in person” sound bath. Perhaps half
the “normal volume” or less

•

Likewise, some instruments are very quiet, or you may usually
play them very quietly – and it’s important to bear this in mind in
terms of what the listener will hear / where the mics are placed
etc. For example a very gentle tap on a Tibetan Singing Bowl will
quite likely be perhaps 4 or 5 times quieter than a Tingsha when
broadcast live

•

A good way to experiment with volume levels is to have a 2nd
device (i.e. a Smartphone/tablet if you are broadcasting from a
laptop or vice versa) with some earbuds, and listen to the live
stream on this to experiment with what works well and what
doesn’t’ (and remember there could be a 20-30 second delay)
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27) Choice of instruments
•

Some instruments are going to “translate” better during a live
stream than others

•

A lot of people will be listening on earbuds / tablets etc. – not
many will be listening on $1000 studio monitors

•

Bass (lower) frequencies are generally more challenging to capture
and translate accurately in this context

•

Higher pitched instruments such as Koshi chimes, Tingshas,
Windchimes translate very well

•

Gongs are very challenging to capture well

•

Drums played louder or with a low pitch and also be challenging

•

Remember when using two instruments together that you may
need to compensate for one “drowning out” the other. For
example if you have a quiet voice and are using it for a guided
meditation while playing a Tibetan bowl, you may want to
increase your voice volume or reduce the bowl volume.
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28) Including Pre-recorded sounds
•

Some people choose to use pre-recorded sounds as part of their sound bath– this
can enhance the experience, and can also be good for online broadcasts as it can
help cover up any excess background noise from microphones

•

Most broadcasting options (Zoom, Youtube, Facebook etc.) require you to select a
sound source, therefore in order to incorporate pre-recorded sounds, you’ll need
to either use an audio interface or a mixing desk, and have the sounds playing
(for example from an audio player) into one channel of the audio interface /
mixing desk.

•

If you are using a pre-recorded sound (maybe some binaural beats or ambient
synth pads) – you may need to fade these out at certain times if you are going to
be playing instruments that are going to clash with them (i.e. if you have C#
synth and will be playing a C Tibetan singing bowl)
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29) Using amplification
•

If you already use amplification for sound baths and have a PA system, this is
another option worth considering for your online broadcast

•

Pros – you can get a more even volume across the range of instruments by mic-ing
up the ones that are quieter

•

With many PA systems you can take a direct output into your
computer/soundcard/device

•

You can also use a PA and have mics further back in the room to pick up the sound
coming out of the PA, which is likely to provide a better streaming sound than
just picking up the sound of the instruments acoustically

•

Cons – more technical know-how and setup required

•

You also need a very good understanding of mic placement and feedback issues
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30) Lighting for 1-2-1 sessions
•

Lighting for 1-2-1 type broadcast

•

Plenty of very affordable softbox kits available

•

$ Lighting Kit ($75.99) https://www.amazon.com/HPUSN-Professional-PhotographyContinuous-Reflectors/dp/B07NBP6D98

•

Even low budget options can make a big difference to how “visible” you are,
especially if you wear glasses – the glare of the monitor will reflect onto them and
make it hard to see your eyes. The photo on the left is with lighting. The one on the
right is without.
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31) Lighting for Sound Baths
•

If you’ll be playing the sounds but not talking/presenting, you’ll not be so much
the focus of attention, so more ambient lighting can work in sound baths

•

If you have any stage lights, this can make for a great ambient effect

•

You can also use existing (moveable) lights in your abode, bedside lights,
uplighters, Himalayan salt lamps etc. to create a nice ambience

•

For a live broadcast, it’s good for things to be a bit brighter / more vibrant than
they would in a real life situation.
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32) Wrap up / Links
Considerations:
•

Make your purchases as “future proof” as possible (what else might you use
things you purchase for, i.e. Zoom / recording your own music etc.)

•

See what equipment you have already that you can make use of

•

Lots of ways to “dive deeper” if you are more technically minded (i.e. OBS)

•

Thomann USA - https://www.thomannmusic.com/

•

Thomann Europe - https://www.thomann.de/

•

Andertons UK - https://www.andertons.co.uk/

•

Open Broadcaster Software - https://obsproject.com/
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